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Abstract
Affect recognition depends on interpreting both expressions and their associated
context. While expressions can be explicitly measured with sensor technologies, the
role of context is more difficult to measure because context is often left undefined.
In an effort to explicitly incorporate pragmatics in automated affect recognition, we
develop a framework for categorizing context. Building upon ontologies in affective science and symbolic artificial intelligence, we highlight seven key categories:
ambient sensory environment, methods of measurement, semantic representation,
situational constraints, temporal dynamics, sociocultural dimensions, and personalization. In this short paper, we focus on how the epistemological categories of
context influence the training and evaluation of machine learning models for affect
recognition. Incorporating context in the practical and theoretical development
of affect recognition models is an important step to developing more precise and
accurate models.

Context Affects Meaning
In an early 20th century film experiment, cinematographer Lev Kuleshov presented audiences with a
short clip of an actor expressing a neutral facial expression followed by one of three scenes: a bowl of
soup, a young girl in a coffin, and a woman lying on a couch. Depending on which scene the audience
saw, the audience described the actor’s expression as indicative of different emotions; hunger for the
soup, sadness for the deceased, and lust for the woman. Two recent experiments replicated the results
of the original Kuleshov experiment and extended it to show that scenes conveying fear and desire
also lead audiences to report neutral facial expressions as expressions matching the sentiment in the
juxtaposed scenes [3, 8].
Context shapes how humans perceive and recognize emotions. For example, the art of transforming
a script into a heart-wrenching movie involves not only actors’ dialogue and physicality (their
observable expressions) but also how these expressions relate to scene transitions, the musical
accompaniment, lighting conditions, costume and set design, and narrative devices. Likewise, how
an observer interprets another person’s smile depends on contextual cues like whether a person is
acting earnestly, whether a person is in a pain-eliciting situation, or whether social display rules might
influence a person to mask their inner feelings.
In affective computing, emotion recognition has been described as a combination of “observations
of emotional expressions” and “reasoning about an emotion-generating situation” [40]. This dual
focus of emotion recognition on expressions and context matches research in affective science, which
shows observable expressions are often ambiguous without context [1, 2, 4, 7, 15, 18, 22, 23, 24,
28, 39, 47, 48]. Emotion recognition is a subset of affect recognition, which is sometimes referred
to as affect detection, affect estimation, and affect measurement in the field of affective computing.
Emotion recognition has also been called empathic accuracy in the field of affective science and
emotion reasoning in the field of developmental psychology [30, 41]. Automated affect recognition
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applies methods from signal processing and machine learning to situated expression data, which
are data on observable expressions and their associated context [19]. While facial expressions,
physical gestures, speech prosody, physiology (heart-rate, breathing-rate, and electrodermal activity),
and other human behavior are all concrete examples of observable expressions, context is more
amorphous and generally refers to the relationship of these expressions to each other and the external
environment [10]. Moreover, context is multidimensional and difficult to circumscribe with a single
label. In a recent experiment examining facial expressions across contexts in video, context is defined
as the 653 categories that a neural network has been trained to classify, which include categories
such as breakfast, car, humor, airport, lake, bottle, and mother where mother can refer or “pertain to
mothers in any number of ways, ranging from footage of actual parenting to a man discussing his
mother” [12]. This definition describes an algorithmic classification schema that identifies potentially
useful yet vague aspects of context.

Building a Framework for Context
How can we systematically identify the roles of context in automated affect recognition? First, we
need a language to discuss what we mean by context in affect recognition. In the abstract, context
represents a complex high-dimensional feature space representing the inter-relatedness of elements
that are often only partially available to observers. In affective science, context has been described
as the collective “unmeasured factors” that contribute to how emotions are constructed; in the same
paper, the authors describe the most salient, yet often unmeasured contexts as situational, social,
physical, mental, temporal, personal, and cultural [6]. Likewise, in another review of context in
emotion research, context is presented as a framework made up by three major components: personal,
situational, and cultural features [25]. By explicitly identifying these categories rather than leaving
context as a catch-all term for anything unmeasured, we can begin to build a framework to more
precisely evaluate and discuss the varying roles of context in affect recognition.
When we examine affect recognition performed by computers, we need to take additional context
into account. In the field of symbolic artificial intelligence (AI), ontology engineers have developed
frameworks for incorporating context in common sense reasoning on natural language processing
tasks [26, 36]. These frameworks have been useful for identifying assumptions that are often taken
for granted in human communication but necessary for machine communication. In particular, the
context identified in symbolic AI includes epistemological components addressing system-level
questions like how to arbitrate opposing perspectives, what serves as evidence, what can be assumed,
what expertise is required for making observations and judgments, and who believes a claim and why.
In affect recognition within the context of affective computing, these questions become: how do we
semantically represent affect, how do we label data, what do we assume about the accuracy of any
human or machine appraisal of affect, what qualifies someone to label data, and how do we evaluate
a model’s performance.
Drawing from and expanding on entry points from both affective science and symbolic AI, we identify seven key categories to consider in automated affect recognition: ambient sensory environment,
methods of measurement, semantic representation, situational constraints, temporal dynamics, sociocultural perspectives, and personalization. Our aim in establishing this seven-category framework
is not to establish a new theory of emotions nor to claim there cannot be an eighth category, but
instead, our aim is to take concrete steps toward unifying the many useful elements of context for
affect recognition that have been already articulated in the affective science and affective computing
literature. As such, we aim to synthesize a framework that provides both a theoretical foundation and
a practical set of constructs. We are most inspired when theory and practice support each other, and
since practice in affect recognition is growing rapidly, we seek to advance a theoretical framework
for context that can grow with it, supporting and strengthening the growing practice. We describe the
seven categories briefly below.
The first category, ambient sensory environment, refers to the sensory aspects of one’s immediate
surrounding settings e.g., the weather, soundscape, scenery, and smells. While ambient sensory
environment does not neatly fit into any of the categories specified by Lenat 1998 or Barrett et al 2019,
ambient sensory environment includes the face-context pairings described in earlier affective science
research e.g., “face imbedding” (information within an image around a target face) and “response
coherence” (information on congruence of facial expressions with non-facial expressions) [38]. The
next two categories, methods of measurement and semantic representation are based on the five
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categories in the symbolic AI framework which focus on the system-level, epistemological concerns
that are relevant for training machine learning models to predict affect labels. The final four categories
occur in both Lenat 1998 and Barrett et al 2019. Situational constraints refer to constraints imposed
by the activity or venue within which something is happening. For example, the inability to safely
take one’s eyes off the road while driving is a situational constraint. In the Lenat 1998 framework,
situational constraints are further divided into topic/usage (referring to activity) and absolute place
(referring to a place like the pyramids of Giza or the Golden Gate bridge) and type of place (referring
to a place like a pizza joint or a shower), and here, we address all three of these categories together.
Temporal dynamics refer to the dynamic nature of expressions and the trajectory and seasonality of
emotional events. Sociocultural dimensions are the components of context related to other people.
Finally, personalization refers to individuals’ idiosyncrasies, which can range from an individuals’
tastes and preferences to mental disabilities. All of these categories of context can overlap, and they
are not mutually exclusive. These categories serve as a starting point to systematically examine how
each different component of context situates expressions and shapes the appraisal and recognition of
emotions.

Evaluating Automated Affect Recognition
Instead of detailing the role of each category here, we address the epistemological categories (methods
of measurement and semantic representation) by asking: how can we evaluate the accuracy of an
affect recognition model? In order to empirically evaluate a statistical learning model, we identify a
source of human-provided (ground truth) labels, y, upon which to compare the model’s predictions,
ŷ. For affect recognition, ground truth labels usually come from one or more of these sources:
individuals’ self-reports of what they feel, external observers’ reports of what they perceive others
to experience, and experimentally-elicited or situationally-driven emotions. These three different
methods of measurement are all useful yet imperfect for representing ground truth.
Self-reports provide an opportunity to collect ground truth labels based on an individual’s inner
feelings, but self-reports are subject to willful deception, can be inhibited by interoceptive ability and
alexithymia, and are subject to social and cognitive biases [31]. For example, acquiescence bias is
one particularly pernicious bias where research participants tend to agree with what they think the
researchers want to hear [45].
External observers’ reports can be collected by impartial and emotionally intelligent third parties.
Most adult human observers know that outward appearance of affect does not necessarily reflect
an individual’s inner feelings, and as such, observation generally involves applying theory of mind
and pragmatic reasoning about the target individual’s expressions and situation before assigning an
emotion label. Nonetheless, external observers’ reports (just like self-reports) are not guaranteed to
match an individuals’ inner feelings. Moreover, while this approach allays concerns about willful
deception and interoceptive ability, it cannot rule out social and behavioral biases of observers. One
advantage of examining external observers’ labels (as opposed to self-reports) is the ability to control
the information to which the observers have access (e.g., a video with audio, audio only, silent video,
a video with a mask over the target individual or background, a full body photograph, a photograph
showing only the face, or many other permutations), because manipulation of information modalities
enables research into context effects.
The third approach to collecting ground truth labels is generating situations known to elicit particular
emotions. For example, an experiment could elicit affect by asking a participant to reflect on a past
emotional experience, ask a participant to count backwards from 100 by 7s (which often elicits stress),
or routing a participant’s car into rather than away from traffic jams (which often elicits stress or
sometimes anger) [33, 37]. However, experiments designed to elicit emotions in participants do
no always elicit the intended emotions because people respond to different situations differently.
Moreover, laboratory conditions often do not match real-world settings, which raises questions about
how well the findings of an experiment generalize to the real-world.
Measuring affect requires selecting a method for representing affect. It is well known that affect
can be represented as: continuous affective dimensions (e.g., valence, arousal, dominance) and
discrete emotion categories (e.g., joy, anger, fear, sadness, disgust, surprise). Affect can also be
represented as: emotion categories connected by continuous gradients (e.g., horror, fear, disgust,
anxiety), mixtures of emotion categories (e.g., angrily surprised, sadly fearful), enduring states (e.g.,
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frustration, stress, pain, anxiety, depression), or even by sets of symbols like emojis, which can
represent discrete or mixed and overlapping states. For example, emojis can represent emotions
that are otherwise difficult to express via text. By training a machine learning model on a large
corpus of tweets using sets of emojis as labels, researchers achieved state-of-the-art performance
on three natural language processing benchmark tasks including emotion classification, sentiment
analysis, and sarcasm detection [21]. While there are many competing theories of emotion, there is no
universal agreement on how emotion should be represented [5, 13, 14, 17, 20, 29, 32, 34, 42, 43, 44].
The choice of how affect is represented will influence how an affect recognition model is trained and
ultimately how accurately it recognizes affective states.
We evaluate the accuracy of an affect recognition model and its generalizability on data the model has
never previously seen. Consider a model represented algebraically as ŷ = f (x, c) where ŷ represents
the predicted affect label, x indicates the physical expression data, and c signifies context. Once
the model has been trained on an initial dataset, we can evaluate its performance on a hold-out set
and compare ŷ, the machine-predicted affect labels, to y, the human-provided labels. This allows us
to evaluate a range of accuracy metrics including sensitivity, specificity, F1-score, AUC, log-loss,
Pearson correlation coefficient, Matthew’s correlation coefficient, and Cohen’s kappa among others.
In assessing how well a model recognizes self-reported emotions or observed emotional states, “a
reasonable criterion of success is to get a computer to recognize affect as well as another person, i.e.,
better than chance, but below 100% accuracy” [40]. In some instances where physiological signals
from the autonomic nervous system are imperceptible to humans without computational tools, the
evaluation criteria shift to how well these otherwise imperceptible signals predict experimentally
elicited emotions or long-term measures of mental health like reduced stress, reduced casualties while
driving, or better learning outcomes [11, 35].
In practice, the assumption that the training and holdout data are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) often does not hold because context changes. As such, real-world implementation of
automated affect recognition systems needs to explicitly incorporate as much contextual information as possible to most effectively generalize and avoid spurious correlations between observable
expressions and affective labels. A recent review on facial expressions and emotions concludes
that context matters for interpreting emotions from facial expressions: “When facial movements
do express emotional states, they are considerably more variable and depend on context,” [6]. This
conclusion refreshes the need to examine an engineering question: Can we measure the contexts that
inform the relationship between facial expressions and emotional states? This is not a new question
in the field of affective computing; the development of large-scale datasets for facial expression
recognition in the wild (e.g., EmotiW, Aff-Wild) draws from the premise that context mediates
how facial expressions are interpreted [16]. The limitations of context-free affect detection and the
importance of context-awareness were discussed as core challenges to building affect recognition
systems a decade ago [9, 27, 46].
Recent advances in sensing technology and neural networks have enabled researchers to incorporate
context more effectively than ever before, which now raises additional questions: What contexts are
informative for affect recognition, and how can we measure these contexts? In this short paper, we
identify seven key categories of context that should be considered in artificial intelligence systems
for affect recognition. In a future paper, we will review recent research in affective computing and
affective science to demonstrate how the incorporation of these categories influence the accuracy of
affect recognition systems.
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